
Thermostat Replacement on 2001 Isuzu Trooper

This is by no means a comprehensive manual. Just a documentary of my 
“three hour tour” into the bowls of my Isuzu engine where no thermostat 

should ever be located.
After 3 days of figuring it out. Putting it together was much easier

Torque specs are not listed.
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1. Remove radiator hoses from intake

2. Remove air intake

3. Unplug radiator and drain
4. Disconnect battery
5. Manifold absolute sendor disconnect
6. Ion Sensor disconnect
7. Disconnect Ion sensor grounds (left side)

8. Remove 2 ground screws (right side)



v9. Remove vacuum hose

10. remove sensor  by EGR valve (black plastic cyclinder on left back side)

11. Disconnect cyclinder sensors (6)

12.Remove 2 hoses on front



13. Remove common chamber bolts ( 4 - 13mm)

14. Remove front left hose under manifold

15. Remove 4 common chamber 5mm hex bolts

16. Remove top manifold long bolts - 4

Hose runs to 
red plug



17. Remove vacuum hose from top back of manifold

18. Remove red electric clip

19. Remove 2 rubber small lines from black plastic piece on back left connected to sensor piece

20. Disconnect back two fuel lines. (you may want to replace these with longer ones because reinstalling them is 
really tight and difficult against the firewall.)



 Remove fuel Line (?) with o-clamp from bottom of black plastic piece by throttle body

21. Remove fuel line on back left below EGR valve. Loosen o-clamp

22. Loosen back left metal pipe bolt under the EGR
23. Pull off EGR valve
25. Remove Common Chamber (air intake manifold)

26. Remove 4 Thermostat housing bolts
 -Back left is longer than back right 
 - when uscrewing a grey pressurized liquid came out
 - One of the metal pipes above the housing pipe must be loosened to remove all housing bolts. Once all 
three bolts are taken out, pull out the pipe from the front side

Common Chamber 
has been removed

Thermostat Housing pipe



27. Remove Thermostat housing pipe Replacement requires 18 lb. ft of torque.
28. Clean rust and dirt on mounting face of pipe with wire brush. Rotary brush on a drill works well.)
29.Replace hoses if needed
30. Put in new thermostat with shoe lever pointing down and back into 
30. Clean manifold (Optional) **Remove all sensors from getting into contact with cleaning fluid**
I used a plastic scrub brush and gasoline to remove caked carbon. On teh EGR tube, I used a stout wire with 
some wire pieces comeing off it to act like scrubbers in the tube. Basically took a piece of fencing and cut a piece 
of straight wire out of it. Then poured gas through the inlet and pushed wire in it. Using compressed air, I blew 
out th ehose and repeated the process several times until the gasoline would easily flow through.


